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There are two basic ways to keep 
the census in a shelter under 

control



Why control census?

Every organization will have a capacity for care 
(C4C).

The goals are 
save lives, excellent sheltering experience, and 

the
a shortest length of stay



Diverting some populations may 
help with intake and outcomes



Diverting intake does not mean we 
do not “help” these populations



Managing Cat Intake by 
Diverting Specific 

Populations



• Flathead County Animal Shelter
• Kalispell, Montana
• Dr. Meg Gordon



Why we screen cats at intake?

We want to focus our resources on the cats that need the help

We want to be the most effective we can be with these resources

NOT ALL CATS NEED HELP 
AND WE ARE NOT THE 
BEST HELP FOR ALL CATS



Flathead County Animal Shelter Statistics

Cats

Intake 2508 2569 2508 2772 1178 1942 1918 1596 1692 1229 1473 N/A 1226 N/A 1212 1285 N/A 1165 N/A 1158 924 893 704 591 495 457 483 434 479

Adopted, RTO, 
Transfer,  Other 427 480 523 778 319 336 358 323 459 385 385 N/A 481 N/A 528 529 N/A 590 N/A 785 728 744 740 555 475 452 449 410 452

Euthanized 2081 2089 1985 1994 866 1606 1560 1273 1228 818 897 N/A 636 N/A 677 737 N/A 563 N/A 206 151 114 63 32 18 28 31 24 23

% Euthanized 83.0% 81.3% 79.1% 71.9% 73.5% 82.7% 81.3% 79.8% 72.6% 66.6% 60.9% N/A 51.9% N/A 55.9% 57.4% N/A 48.3% N/A 17.8% 16.3% 12.8% 8.9% 5.4% 3.6% 6.1% 6.4% 5.5% 4.8%
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As we reduced intake, 
we also reduced 
euthanasia (aka saved 
more lives)
As we reduced intake, 
we reduced LOS too, 
but it is still higher than 
ideal



Now what?
• Time to take stock of what we can offer: we have 

resources for additional surgery, additional 
vaccines/microchips

• But we do not have housing and staffing 
appropriate for wild/feral cats

• Therefore our policy was that we do NOT do 
admission of healthy feral cats



Focusing our resources

•1) How can we manage intake to focus on the 
cats that need our help
• First, find that cats that do need us…….
• Second, divert the cats that don’t need us…….

•2) How can we BEST help these cats



Leaving well enough alone

• Cats that do not need us: they are healthy, they are 
happy, they went out for a walk

• Return to owner, once we intake a cat, is unlikely, but 
the cat returning home on its own is very likely if 
allowed 

• THEY ARE ALREADY OWNED!  They don’t need the 
shelter to find them a home.



Return to owner statistics, 2017
PETPOINT STATISTICS AT FCAS IN MONTANA NATIONAL

Total Cat Intake 479 4367 1106455

Return to Owner 36 335 26871

% Return to Owner 7.5 % 7.6% 2.4%



More than one way to…..

•There are many ways a shelter 
can “help”

• And the admission/adoption pathway is not for 
all

• Support Pets for Life, provide access to spay/neuter, 
educate public on care, feeding, breeding, husbandry 
of pets

• Support a cat with its current owners or in its 
current/familiar environment



Community cats

• Often do need help, but we want to be effective in 
how we help them

• They are much more likely to have a poor outcome in 
a shelter compared to socialized cats.  



Are those cats really okay outside?

• Adult cats can survive outdoors in all seasons across a really 
broad range of climates

• Owned cats will find their way home  



Survivors

“there is no apparent relationship between 
estimates of feral cats and latitude or 
January temperature in southern Canada 
(Table 2), and feral cat numbers may be 
significant in parts of Alaska”

Blancher, P. (2013). "Estimated Number of Birds Killed by House Cats (Felis catus) in 
Canada." Avian Conservation and Ecology 8(2).



Community buy-in

• Reaching out to other animal care organizations and 
veterinary clinics.  Are you giving out consistent 
information?  

• Different groups already do specific things 
well……work together, no need to duplicate efforts

• Communicating with the public
• Get past bad optics



“You just don’t want to help cats….”

•Of course we do……that is what we are 
all in this for

•But we need to think about how to help 
them



How to divert

•Avoid saying the word 

•Decision Trees to help advise 
the public and keep our 
message consistent  



Adult cat Decision Tree

Filter in injured/sick cats
Filter out healthy owned cats

Educate the public how to 
discourage cats from returning

Direct public to call most 
appropriate agency, and how to 
go about arranging for us to 
help



1)Determine if mother 
cat is around
2)Guestimate age
3)Direct public about 
how to best approach 
kittens
4) What to do and 
whom to call



For the feral cats:

•What do we do for them?
•A specific pathway through the shelter for 
these cats





Coordinating care for feral cats
•Appointments to insure same day spay/neuter, 
and return to field

•Agreements with destination to keep cats 
adequately safe and warm during transport and 
recovery.  Habituate if needed



“Rapid Pass” for 
feral cats

these cats never even enter our 
intake or housing areas

•Scheduled drop off in morning, usually in live 
trap, moved directly into medical area

•Jump to top of surgical list
•Sedate in kennelSpay or neuter ear crop
microchip  vaccinate and Profender put 
into larger kennel to recover until 
ambulatory/alert  pick up by owner 



Where do those cats go?

• We do NOT move forward within the shelter until 
they have a destination

• The same day, they are sent:

•*1) Back to location they came 
from*

• 2) To appropriate barn, warehouse, business, farm



Why can’t ferals just live in the shelter like all 
the other cats?

• THEY HATE IT—the welfare of these cats suffers 
when they are pulled from a comfortable 
environment to a shelter environment

• Risk of URI—give and receive
• Human safety
• Higher likelihood of euthanasia
• Slowly the shelter will fill with these difficult to 

place cats……i.e. it will be raining feral cats and dogs



No seriously, they hate it
• We have already filtered in sick/injured cats

•These are cats who are already 
living successful lives outside the 
shelter 

• The owners of the property concerned about these cats can monitor and 
feed the cats until their appointment

• Their welfare will be DIMINISHED by confining them and excessive 
handling



Human Safety

• Overlooked too often
• Human injuries cost the shelter time/money
• Routine feeding/cleaning on aggressive animals 

(even without an injury) takes more time/money
• Bite cats are subjected to quarantine, possible 

euthanasia.  THIS IS A DISASTER FOR THE CAT



Return to field is best

• Cats already have established a niche
• They know where to find food, what to avoid
• More cats will just move in to fill the available niche
• We don’t have to find a new home



Focus on the positive

• Go through all the services the shelter WILL provide 
for the cats

• Spay/neuter, Vaccines, Parasite reduction
• Ear notch, Microchip

• What will we do for the people: all procedures at no 
cost, loan of kennels or other equipment when 
indicated

• They are going to have free rodent control
• Avoid time delays on the wait list; we will help you 

within a few days



How do we convince people to take the cats 
back?

•The people already care, or they would not have 
called

•Suitable barns/shops/warehouses/covered 
decks/etc always attract cats, so if they don’t 
take these cat(s) back, new cats will eventually 
move in.  

•Explain that some cats just can’t be adopted into 
a home, and we are trying to help them in an 
environment that is suitable TO THE CATS

•The cat(s) have already “chosen” their property 



If they can’t go back where they came from

•Cats go on WAIT LIST until paired 
with a destination 
barn/shop/warehouse/etc

•They will remain at the original 
site until the outcome is lined up.  
This is further incentive to agree 
to take animals back

•We do actively recruit these kinds 
of destinations



Recruiting destinations

• Barns
• Workshops
• Warehouses
• Greenhouses
• Certain businesses
•Must be able to enclose cat for a few 
weeks until adjusted to new location, 
must be willing to feed cat daily, must 
match cat’s level of socialization



Posters and other recruitment placed in veterinary 
offices, farm supply businesses, horse events



Use the networks you have



Legal considerations

•Is there a cat ordinance?
• And if so, what is actually required?

•Municipal contracts: stipulations, obligations
•Property owners do have rights, but not to be 
cruel

•If there is criminal cruelty, neglect, or hoarding, 
utilize the appropriate legal channels

•What is legal ownership of an animal?



A note of (sort of) caution
• The “no cost” part of this leaves the 

pathway open to abuse or conflict
• Pet cats, posing as ferals, could come in for 

free spay/neuter/medical services
• Many shelters support free spay/neuter 

services to the public, but that is a separate 
decision and pathway

•Do it anyhow: we still have an 
altered cat going into a home willing to 
take responsibility



Consider other organizations in your community 
and how to compliment each other

• We have a specific low cost spay/neuter 
organization in our area that is SEPARATE from the 
shelter

• We do our own surgeries in house
• We do not have a public veterinary clinic in shelter
• We do want other organizations to refer 

appropriate cats to the shelter
• We also want other organizations to help spread 

the “decision tree” thinking



In Summary…..

• By diverting the cats that do not need us, 
we can focus resources on the cats that 
do

• Feral cats can get help and have no LOS
• We are HELPING MORE feral cats while 

keeping our census down



Field Officers as Umbrellas….



Huntsville Alabama 
The home of Space Camp!
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Land of the Strays
33:1,000 versus 16:1,000
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Figure 3:  Shows the decrease of dog euthanasia numbers as creative marketing strategies have been 
put in place to increase adoptions along with managed intake and targeted spay/neuter programs. 
2017* figures are through December 31, 2017.

City of Huntsville Animal Services 256-883-3783 4950 
Triana Boulevard 35805



Who?

• BeBellBell



Why divert?

• Space

• Proactive 
Versus 
Reactive

• Razor thin 
staffing



• Low-cost everyday adoption fees

• Constant promotions

• Open adoptions







Todd Stosuy
Field Services Manager

Santa Cruz County Animal Services . 



Rope Toys
Flea Control
Free Spay/Neuter
Free Rabies Vaccination
Help Getting Dog Houses







The picture can't be displayed.









Reality Check

•Program will take time to develop and 
show results

•You have to start somewhere, so accept 
that it won’t be perfect

•Often a backlog of animals within 
targeted populations in community or in 
shelter 

•Attitudes and culture are slow to change



Hiccups and haters

• There will be mistakes
• There will be resistance inside your shelter and 

from the community



Hiccups



Goals
• Ideally we would nearly eliminate intake on animals 

that already have a (safe) home, and help them in 
other ways if needed

• For the population of “harder to place” animals, we 
would like to decrease our intake rate to match the 
outflow rate

• Maintain a more diverse population inside shelter, and 
don’t just fill up with the “hard to place” animals

• Avoid scenario where welfare declines after animal 
enters shelter



Consider the math

•If you take in 10 “harder to place” animals 
every month, and only place 5 into new 
homes/rescues…….

•It is inevitable that they will be over-
represented in the shelter and have a long LOS

•It is inevitable that the census in the shelter will 
rise

•The welfare of these animals will often decline 
while they wait in the shelter



Versus…..

•If you divert 5 “harder to place” animals so 
they can remain in current homes

•You can intake 5 “harder to place” animals and 
have a reasonable expectation that they will be 
adopted sooner

•The net census does not rise
•You have still helped 10 animals



Intake diversion is an umbrella

•No diversion program will work every time
•Diversion is not the right answer for every 
animal, even within the appropriate population

•But diverting intake on specific populations can 
produce disproportionate improvements for all 
populations

•Don’t drown your organization in cats and dogs



Resources and finances

• A little investment up front will save a lot in the long 
run

• What does it cost to intake and house that animal?
• Could you spend the same money (or less) to 

keep/return the animal to its original home?





Special thanks to….
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